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COMMUNICATION IN MEDICINE
Opening address delivered to the Students of the Royal Victoria Hospital
on Thursday, 8th October, 1970
by
TERENCE KENNEDY, M.S.(Lond.), F.R.C.S.(Eng.)
EACH YEAR since 1827, when the first address was given by Dr. James
McDonnell, founder of the Hospital, a member of the staff has been invited to
welcome the new students coming to the hospital for the first time. To-day it is
my privilege, and I feel myself doubly honoured; firstly, because almost all my
predecessors have been graduates of The Queen's University, the Royal University
of Ireland or one of the Scottish Universities, whereas I am one of the very few
English graduates to have this honour; secondly, because I am welcoming students
from two university years at the same time. As is usual, those of you in the fourth
year are welcomed just six months after your arrival here. I hope you will
appreciate that the warmth of my welcome is in no way diminished by its tardiness.
Those of you who are in your third year, and who arrived only this week, are
especially welcome. By commencing your clinical studies six months earlier than
hitherto you are making history. You are, to some extent, educational guinea pigs,
but you will know that great efforts are being made by your teachers to eliminate
the problems which must inevitably arise when such a radical change of the
educational programme is introduced.
The long months of basic study have led, at last, to the point when you will
come face to face with sick human beings. You will encounter pain and suffering,
anxiety and fear, hope and despair. You will learn, the hard way, just how
difficult it can be for you to communicate with your patient, and how difficult it
may be for him to communicate with you. You will, I hope, appreciate just how
important these communications are.
It has always been the privilege of your orator to choose the subject of his
address, and to-day I have chosen to talk about "Communication in Medicine."
DOCTOR AND STUDENT
Medicine was always more an art than a science, and the student in the past
was always essentially an apprentice, a concept surviving to this day in this
hospital with the title "Resident Pupil". Compulsory residence in the medical and
surgical wards is an excellent way of ensuring that each of you is adequately
exposed to ordinary, and sometimes to extraordinary clinical problems; these
periods of residence may well prove to be the most rewarding parts of your entire
undergraduate career.
In 1851 Dr. Malcolm, Physician to this Hospital, wrote "Clinical instruction is
not to be imparted by a careless walk through the wards . . . but on the contrary,
the most patient, assiduous, vigilant, zealous and unceasing labour on the part of
the teacher, and the most rigid attendance on the part of the pupil, are absolutely
necessary." I am sure that you will have noticed that the teachers of his day
required far stronger exhortation than did the students.
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longer enough. "The successful teacher is no longer," in the words of Osler,
"'pumping knowledge at high pressure into passive receptacles." New specialties
are emerging like mushrooms, and it is no longer possible for any one physician
or surgeon to teach all that needs to be learned, even in his own speciality. You
will be exposed, instead, to a large number of clinical teachers whose aptitude for
communication may vary considerably. You will be making more and more use
of modern technology - films, video tapes, closed circuit television, and other
audiovisual aids.
DOCTOR AND DOCrOR
Some of the younger amongst you may not fully appreciate that acquisition of
knowledge does not cease with the passing of the Final M.B. examination, nor
indeed with the passing of membership, fellowship, or other higher diploma, nor
even with the attainment of a consultant post. In your chosen profession you must
continue to learn until the day of your retirement. The most important vehicle of
communication of knowledge between doctors is the medical journal. The average
physician or surgeon will need to read two weekly journals, as well as at least two
monthly and perhaps one, or more, quarterly journals. There is seldom time for
all this essential reading during normal working hours, and enquiries among my
colleagues reveal that an average of four to six hours each week is spent on this
task in the evenings in the doctor's own home.
No good article can be published until the author has done a great deal of hard
work, so that each article tends to be regarded as a measure of the author's
professional worth, and it is tempting to equate the length of a candidate's list of
publications with his suitability for appointment to an important post. Certainly
every doctor should learn how to communicate in print, but this ability should not
be the prime factor in selecting the best man for the post of consultant in, say,
a small country hospital.
The pressure to publish is so great that medical journals have taken on a
mammalian characteristic. They tend to become fatter and fatter until they
ultimately give birth to a new journal. The gestation period is about fifteen years;
that is to say, the number of medical journals is at present doubling every fifteen
years, and there are already more than 5,800 journals published throughout the
world.
Recently we have seen the emergence of medical news-sheets and journals of
reviews and abstracts, financed by advertisements from the big drug houses, and
circulated free. At a recent count I was astonished to find that I now regularly
receive fourteen of these free publications. They are certainly more welcome in my
letterbox than the barrage of direct advertising materials which every doctor had
to push off his breakfast table only a few years ago.
The Information Explosion has placed a great strain on medical libraries - and
our library in this building is no exception. During the decade of the sixties there
was a more than threefold increase of everything: staff, journals, books, and cost.
A great advance has come recently from the wide use of photocopying. This should
help to destroy the growing practice of sending printed postcards asking for
reprints of published articles. Reprints are costly, even though many authors have
access to departmental funds, and the majority of those who ask for reprints have,
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a reprint when he receives a personal letter commenting on, and perhaps criticising,
his article - indeed, useful communication channels may well be opened up in this
way. The ultimate in absurdity, in my own experience, was the receipt in one
post of nine printed postcards, all initialled in the handwriting of the same
secretary, all requesting reprints of the same article to be sent to the nine individual
members of the same department in a small hospital.
There are limitations to the effectiveness of communication in print, so that
ultimately face to face contact may be more rewarding. Our medical administrators
are well aware of this, and display much enlightenment in the way in which they
encourage travel to big national and international congresses, as well as visits with
smaller groups to smaller meetings. In all these meetings it is the direct face to
face discussion that is so valuable. Useful though travel may be to both the
individual and the community, there comes a time when excessive travel may lead
to diminishing returns.
The enlightenment of government, which allows financial support to doctors
attending such meetings, does not, unfortunately, extend to the cost of journals.
Those of us who serve the National Health Service on a part-time basis can claim
tax relief against the cost of journals and text books, but those who are full-time
employees of the State can claim no such relief. This anomaly is one that might
profitably have been eliminated by the late Review Body, an action which would
have pleased the profession, and perhaps the undignified dispute which we suffered
recently might have been avoided; a dispute which demonstrated the poor state of
communications between the doctor and the politician.
Communications within any big hospital are often very inefficient. Such a simple
matter as the failure to revise the internal telephone directory at regular intervals
can cause much irritation, delay and even danger to the patient. Within any one
discipline or specialty, contact is normally quite good, but there is often little or
no contact between the members of one specialty and those of another. Joint clinical
meetings and research seminars, involving, say, surgeons and physicians, urologists
and gynaecologists, will do much to improve this aspect of communication.
Future progress in medicine must depend upon teamwork which will require
the bridging of gaps between different disciplines. The benefit of engineering
expertise to orthopaedic surgery, and electronics to cardiology, are two obvious
examples. In a large teaching hospital such as this, it is the University link that
makes possible this contact between department and department, between faculty
and faculty.
Some of the difficulties of communication between different disciplines are due
to the excessive use of jargon and neologisms. For example, M.A.O. means
Maximum Acid Output to the gastroenterologist, it means Monamine Oxidase
to the pharmacologist, but something quite different to the rest of us. Some
specialities, particularly the newer ones, seem to take a delight in building up
mystiques in this way, a form of one-upmanship which does no service to the
community. This is an age old problem, as Galen knew when he wrote, "We are
convinced that the chief merit of language is clearness, and we know that nothing
detracts so much from this as do unfamiliar terms. Accordingly, we employ those
terms which the bulk of people are accustomed to use."
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deal to be desired. Few family doctors to-day use the "Dear doctor, please see and
treat . . . " type of referral letter, but even those who do give reasonable clinical
details, all too often make no mention of the treatment which their patient is
receiving, even when important drugs such as cortisone or insulin are involved.
The hospital doctor, be he resident, registrar or consultant, must accept an
equal share of the blame for poor communications, leading to indifferent clinical
handling of the individual patient's problem. Delay in making hospital appoint-
ments, delay in writing letters after seeing out-patients, and delay in writing to the
family doctor after the patient's discharge, are all important causes of friction and
perhaps danger to the patient. The family doctor is often put into an impossible
position when his patient is admitted to hospital without his knowledge, has an
operation without his knowledge, and perhaps dies while he is still left in the
dark.
DOCTOR AND PUBLIC
There has been much comment recently about the breakdown of relations between
the profession and the press. Roper, of The Times, has written, "If the medical
profession found itself in the dock on a charge that its members were bad
communicators, the jury would find a verdict of 'guilty'."
Doctors, with few exceptions, are naturally reticent. The principle of professional
secrecy embodied in the Hippocratic Oath should protect the individual patient
from having his diagnosis and treatment published in the press, but this is the very
material that the press and public seem to want. It is not enough for them to know,
for instance, that a kidney transplant was carried out; they must know that Mrs.
Joan Brown, mother of three, received a kidney from the late John Smith, father
of six. Some patients are extroverted enough to welcome this sort of publicity, but
the majority are not. Would it not be possible, when a news-worthy operation is
to be carried out, for an extra clause to be added to the operation consent form,
giving or withholding permission to publish the patient's name and address?
Prominent politicians and other important people in the public eye must
abrogate their right to secrecy, as the state of their health is a legitimate public
concern. Recently an M.P. collapsed and was admitted to this hospital; the press
were, not unnaturally, a trifle vexed when the only information given to them was
that the Member was "comfortable". Surely press and public were entitled to some
authoritative information. It would be a pity, however, if we went quite as far as
the Americans, who give a tremendous amount of detail about the illness of their
Presidents and public figures. I still recall with distaste the "blow by blow"
commentary of the terminal illness of a Secretary of State, who died with
abdominal cancer more than ten years ago.
The press and public are also most anxious to have news of any form of medical
advance. "The old view, shared by doctors and public, that medicine is a mystery
about which the layman should expect to know as little as possible" (Lord Brain)
is no longer tenable. Laymen to-day, encouraged by the more liberal attitude of
society, are asking for more information, and it is questionable whether we, as
doctors, have any right to deny them. Brotherstone has said, "An educated public
opinion is the most powerful weapon for improvement in the health service, and
therefore the most powerful ally of the profession. Unfortunately there is a real
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The press and the physician are so far apart to-day that a Communication
Catalyst is desirable. Many English and Scottish regional boards have recognized
this by appointing press officers, through whom all enquiries and statements are
channelled. It is sad that here in Ulster, where human communications of all kinds
are, at present, so disordered, there has been much delay in making an appoint-
ment. There can be few commercial undertakings employing more than 25,000
workers, as the Hospitals Authority does, that have no press officer.
The public's desire for information on health matters has been confirmed by
detailed and comprehensive surveys carried out in Manchester, and here in
Belfast, which show that education does not necessarily lead to increased anxiety.
Experience has shown that posters and pamphlets are much less effective in health
education than direct discussion or television propaganda. Provided that the doctor
can learn to project his personality, direct person to person communication is
probably the most effective of all media in a health education campaign, but
television will, of course, reach a vastly wider audience. Here we run into
difficulties related to advertising, a dilemma perhaps forseen by Sir William Osler
nearly 100 years ago, long before even sound radio was available. He said " . . .
In the life of every successful physician there comes the temptation to toy with the
Delilah of the press. There are times when she may be courted with satisfaction,
but beware! Sooner or later she is sure to play the harlot, and has left many a
man shorn of his strength - the confidence of his professional brethren." This
quotation must have been in the minds of many a year or two ago, when, with
infinite sadness, we saw a group of British transplant surgeons posing inanely with
Union Jack badges and other frivolities before the television cameras.
The rule of anonymity in both sound and television broadcasts has been broken
so often that it is now almost meaningless. The whole problem of doctors
advertising has become very much less important since the introduction of the
National Health Service, as fewer doctors are dependent, either wholly or even
in part, on private practice. When a doctor is employed on a full time, salaried
basis by university or health service, it becomes a trifle ridiculous to insist on
anonymity. When a doctor is only partly dependent on private practice, and only
appears very occasionally, it seems somewhat unnecessary. Many of us have, at
one time or another, been invited to give public university lectures on purely
medical topics, and we have not given these lectures under a cloak of anonymity;
yet the advertising content is probably just as great as that of a television
programme. Many, too, have given talks on medical subjects to ex-patients' guilds
rotary clubs and other lay audiences, but again without anonymity. The principle
is just the same.
Would it be sensible to relax the rules just a little, though still asking the doctor
who is to give a series of broadcasts or television appearances to maintain his
anonymity? With repeated broadcasts a doctor may cease to be, in the eyes of
the public, an expert; he may become the expert.
DOCTOR AND PATIENT
"Who knows most doubts not; entertaining hope means recognizing fear."
(Robert Browning).
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practitioner asked by counsel why a patient had gone to see him after his discharge
from hospital. He answered that the patient had gone in order to find out what
had happened to him whilst he was in hospital. He went on to say that "patients
find it difficult to talk to hospital doctors; it is easier for them to talk to their own
doctors, whom they know better." What a terrible indictment this is.
In an attempt to discover the efficiency of our own communications, we recentlv
made a study of patients attending a review clinic. Of 211 patients who answered
our questionnaire, two-thirds had a benign condition and three out of four of these
were able to give a reasonably accurate account of their diagnosis and treatment.
The remaining quarter of this group had no idea of either diagnosis or treatment,
and it was quite clear that our methods of conveying information had failed
completely. Seventy-seven patients had been treated for cancer, and of these one-
third knew the diagnosis, but this proportion was higher in those where the tumour
was superficial and obvious. Many of those who knew that they had a cancer
were outspoken in their approval of the fact that they had been told frankly
the nature of their illness and operation. One old lady, who had two different
cancer operations over a period of thirteen years said, "Of course it is a good
thing to know, because I suspected it at the beginning." Another said she was
glad to know - "after all it is my body" - and another said, "Reticence would
have caused all sorts of misgivings." A recent study from the medical school in
London, where I received my own training, surprisingly showed that patients
remember only about half of the things that they are told, and that retention of
knowledge is less when there is much anxiety.
What is it that causes this failure of communication between the doctor and
his patient? Can it be fear? As Edmund Burke said 200 years ago, "No passion
so effectively robs the mind of all its powers of acting and reasoning as does fear."
Clark-Kennedy has said, "Fear may be on the surface, but most patients are
more afraid than they appear, and all should be encouraged to bring their fears
into the open." Fear may be quite cunningly concealed, and the patient who comes
to her doctor complaining of an ingrowing toe-nail, or some such triviality, may
not reveal that her real fear is of cancer, until she has established rapport with her
doctor. Communication is, of course, a two-way operation, and the physician
should remember the advice of Hippocrates that "he must have at his command
a certain ready wit, as dourness is repulsive both to the healthy and the sick."
The establishment of a close understanding between doctor and patient must
always be cultivated, and this may lead to the doctor becoming emotionally
involved in his patient's problem. This is a luxury that we must ration, as too
much emotional involvement may well cause an intolerable strain on the doctor,
but if we stand on the side lines and invariably avoid this involvement, we may
then lose our humanity and lose the right to say with the Latin poet, Terence,
"Humani Nihil A Me Alienum Puto" - nothing of humanity is foreign to me.
Some years ago in a survey of patients' reactions to their stay in this hospital,
Mrs. Dudgeon and Brigadier Davidson found that fear, amounting almost to
panic, was common at the time of admission, and that there was a real need to
relieve the fear that practically all patients suffer prior to a surgical operation.
Another recent survey revealed that more than half of all patients on admission
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in hospital, the existence of fear is denied or played down. It is surely our duty
to explain fully and frankly to our patients the nature of their illness, and,
whenever possible, the rationale of treatment and the expected results. The more
senior the doctor who gives this explanation, the more readily will the patient
understand and accept it. Yet there is a tendency, in hospital practice, to leave
the task of informing the p'atient to the houseman or ward sister, or perhaps to
neglect it completely. Surely all of us in charge of patients should make an effort
to find the few minutes of time needed to talk personally at least to our more
seriously ill patients.
One survey reports a man who "was cautious in accepting what he was told
about his illness, because he came to the hospital suspecting that physicians lie to
patients and his experience in the hospital reinforced this suspicion." This was
in an American hospital, but are we any better? I very much doubt it.
Thomas Percival in 1792 wrote, "As misapprehension may magnify real evils,
or create imaginary ones, no discussion concerning the nature of his case should
be entered into before the patient, either with the house surgeon, the pupils of the
hospital, or any medical visitor." This is good advice, at least so far as frightening
or possibly misunderstood words are concerned. Growth, tumour, cancer, carcinoma
and leukaemia are among the terms that should never normally be used in the
patient's hearing. When, however, it is possible - as after an abdominal exploration
- to give the patient a clear and categorical statement that he has not got a cancer,
then this reassurance should certainly be given.
I have been discussing the need to inform the patient of his diagnosis and
prognosis, when his condition is essentially treatable or curable, but when the
patient has cancer, or other chronic or incurable disease such as disseminated
sclerosis, the problem becomes more difficult.
James Jackson in his "Letters to a Young Physician" wrote: "A young
physician, fearful that he may be thought ignorant, is tempted to answer too readily
the enquiries of the patient . . . as to the diagnosis, prognosis and treatment. He
will, however, ultimately gain by not yielding to this temptation. Be cautious, but
at the same time frank; and when you have made an opinion, state it plainly.
Be slow to give alarm as to the result." This advice was given over 100 years ago
when, by our standards, there was virtually no effective treatment for any serious
disease. The caution of our forbears is therefore understandable.
The same caution remains to-day, especially in this Province. Many surgeons
will never tell a patient that he has a cancer, even when it has been treated with
an apparently good prospect of cure. Direct questions are met with deception or
evasion, but in the words of Lane ". . . Our evasions of truth boomerang upon
us. It is impossible to reassure patients who have a simple condition." He goes on
to say: ". . . Often patients have been left in a state of anxious doubt; no one
has told them anything . . . this is an affront to human dignity. To have a cancer
is bad enough; to be treated like a child, or feeble creature, is worse."
Let us take a problem commonplace in the practice of any general surgeon -
the woman who comes to hospital with a lump in the breast. If she has any
intelligence and any education at all, she knows that this may be a cancer, and
has probably already convinced herself that it is. She is examined by a surgeon,
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matter further. He removes the breast, and subsequently she is referred for radio-
therapy. He never mentions the diagnosis, and she is afraid to ask; worse still,
if she does ask he equivocates or deceives. She knows that she has a cancer, and
now thinks that it is so far advanced, or the outlook is so bad, that the surgeon
dare not tell her. Is it not kinder to discuss, at her first visit, the patient's fears? She
probably does not realise that cancer accounts for less than one-quarter of all
breast lumps referred to hospital, nor is she aware that three-quarters of all breast
cancers can be cured, if they are treated early. Knowledge of these facts will calm
her fears even before her operation. Afterwards she must be told that it was a
malignant tumour, but when she learns that it was early, and the chance of cure
is good, she will nearly always be able to contain the news, for hope can well be
strong enough to conquer fear. Should she be lucky, and the tumour prove to be
benign, she must be told so categorically and without delay, for fear feeds on delay.
Probably no doctor wo-uld advise that every patient should be told the full truth.
An interesting study was carried out in Manchester during the 1950's, when over
200 patients, selected because their tumour was early and probably curable, were
deliberately told the diagnosis. Two-thirds of these patients subsequently expressed
approval of the policy of telling them, some were doubtful, but only seven per
cent expressed definite disapproval. When interviewed some years later, these
proportions had not altered. One advantage of telling such patients is that a
population can thus be built up, knowing that they have had a cancer and been
cured. Some, at least, will tell their friends and this, in turn, will help to destroy
the widely held belief that cancer is always and absolutely incurable. It will help
to destroy the ugliness of the word, and thus give hope to others.
A leading Chicago physician recently wrote that he was taught, as a student, to
lie to cancer patients, but he soon gave this up because he was unable to lie
convincingly. He goes on to say how relieved he was, when his own bowel tumour
was removed, that his surgeon told him frankly that it was completely excised,
and there were no secondaries. When a doctor is treated for cancer he usually
insists on being told the truth, and many of us have observed the dignity and
composure with which friends and colleagues have handled this knowledge. If we
accept that our colleagues can live with the knowledge that they have had
a malignant tumour, is it not arrogant for us to maintain that patients from other
walks of life are less well equipped to accept similar information?
It is quite usual for patients, in American hospitals, to discuss freely the fact
that they have cancer; has the American really a tougher character than the
Ulsterman?
DocrOR AND RELATIVES
Percival wrote: ". . . A physician should not be forward to make gloomy
prognostications, but he should not fail on proper occasions to give to the friends
of the patient timely notice of danger when it really occurs."
It may be very difficult for the doctor to decide whether or not to tell the truth
to the patient, but there should be no difficulty in deciding to communicate with
close relatives. The husband or wife, parent or relative must always be informed
of serious or incurable disease, and this information should normally be given by
the doctor in charge. He will be best equipped to convey any nuance of prognosis,
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my own practice to set aside a period of time each week to interview relatives
by appointment; an appointment which may be made at the request of the relative,
or at the suggestion of the ward sister or myself. Often the relative will insist that
the truth should be withheld from the patient, a request which must be respected.
Unfortunately the patient frequently learns, one way or another, and his last few
months may be spent in trying to prevent his wife from knowing, while she, at
the same time, is trying to hide the truth from her husband - a hideous situation
which puts them both under a great strain.
Relatives will often ask: "How long has he got, doctor?" You should never give
a precise answer to this question; it is only in novels that this is done. In real life
a guess is likely to be wrong, and a wrong guess may well cause distress. The
answer should be vague: "Not very long" or "weeks, rather than months."
THE INCURABLE OR DYING PATIENT
It is said that eighty per cent of patients know that they are dying, and would
like to discuss their problem, whereas eighty per cent of doctors believe that they
should be told nothing. The Anglican Bishop of Exeter said a few years ago: "The
problem of whether and when a doctor should tell his patient that he is suffering
from an incurable disease is an intensely difficult one. Many patients and their
relatives do not wish to be told the truth, but the maintenance of a relationship
of complete trust and confidence between the patient and his doctor is of
absolutely vital importance." He goes on to say: "Doctors tend to conceal the
truth to an unnecessary and unjustifiable extent . . . making the work of the clergy
in preparing people to meet death, unnecessarily difficult."
From the beginning of medical history, doctors and others have debated whether
deception is justified, or whether the patient should always be told the truth.
Hippocrates was perhaps the first to recommend evasion when he advised
".. .Concealing most things from the patient while you are attending to him,
revealing nothing of his future or present condition. For many patients through
this cause have taken a turn for the worse." Since his day, a large body of opinion
has advocated deception in the interests of the patient's supposed well-being.
Francis Hutcheson wrote: ""No man censures a physician for deceiving a patient
by expressing good hopes . . . Wise men allow this liberty to the physician, in
whose skill and fidelity they trust." James Jackson went further, advising that
"When from benevolent motives you must deceive the patient, do it thoroughly;
do not try to save yourself by equivocal expressions." These stratagems may have
succeeded one hundred years ago, but to-day even the most carefully planned
deceptions of doctors and relatives are suspected by perhaps three-quarters of all
dying patients.
Denials, deceptions and evasions will have a bad effect on some patients, causing
loss of confidence in their medical advisers, and often an attitude of aggressive
resentment. Such a situation can only lead to unhappiness and distress; it calls
for a policy of frankness and honesty.
There is one group of patients requiring special consideration, a group that only
came into existence in recent years, and which is steadily increasing in number.
I refer to those patients with incurable disease, for whom some form of major
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Consider the woman who is incurable when first seen, or who returns later with
disseminated tumour. Cure is impossible, but much can yet be done, perhaps
with hormones or chemotherapy, perhaps by operation. Removal of the pituitary
gland by a cranial approach is an operation commonly practised to-day, but surely
no surgeon could ask a woman to undergo an operation of this magnitude without
a full and frank discussion of her problem.
Perhaps a majority of the many who have written on the subject are adamant
that the doctor must never tell a deliberate lie. None expressed this view more
strongly than Dr. Samuel Johnson, when he said, "You have no business with
consequences ... you are to tell the truth." Yet he appears to have had a life-long
fear of death, and when he was himself told that he could not recover without a
miracle, he seems to have turned his face to the wall; for when asked a little later
whether he was better, he replied: "No, sir; you cannot conceive with what
acceleration I advance towards death." He was perhaps one of those who say,
."What I want, doctor, is the plain truth," when this is, in fact, the last thing
they really want. We have all met patients of his kind, and by them many doctors
have been led to insist that the truth must never be told, in any circumstances.
But has not the patient the right to demand information? It is possible that real
harm may result from telling the whole truth, but this is much less common
than is popularly supposed, as most patients have far more courage than we
expect. A middle course is advocated by Lord Cohen, who advises that the patient
should not normally be told the facts but, if asked directly, the doctor must not
tell a lie. He should try to soften the truth by expressing justifiable doubts, because
hope must never be extinguished..
It is perhaps less important to ask whether to tell? or when to tell? than to ask
what to tell? and how to tell? As Davidson points out . . . "That which hurts
most is not what the doctor says, but the manner in which he says it." The
difficulty of telling the incurable patient the facts was well recognized by Percival
when he wrote: "This office is so peculiarly alarming when executed by him, that
it ought to be declined, whenever it can be assigned to any other person of
sufficient judgment and delicacy." I hope that none of you will accept this
deplorable advice.
Timing is very important, and a discussion of terminal illness, or incurable
disease, should never be attempted until real understanding has been established
between the doctor and his patient. Silence can be a potent means of communica-
tion, and we should remember the devastating effect that can be produced by
simply walking past a dying patient on a ward round, saying nothing. This has
been aptly called the L.I.S., or Loss of Interest Syndrome. Yet there are times
when it is desirable not to speak. "Think not silence the wisdom of fools, but, if
rightly timed, the honour of wise men. Such silence may be eloquence." (Sir
Thomas Browne).
"The fear of death is more to be dreaded than death itself," wrote Pubilius
Syrus, and it is perhaps in allaying fears of pain, fears of inadequate courage, fears
of being a burden to family and friends, that the doctor can help so much. Any
of us who have had the courage to talk frankly to a dying patient must have been
most impressed to see anxiety and discontent replaced by serenity and calm when
s2patient, relative and physician all share the same secret, for "Death is almost
always preceded by a perfect willingness to die" (Worcester).
Death would seem to be the natural end point at which communications
would normally cease, and here I will leave the subject.
I am well aware that I have said a lot that is controversial, and much with
which you will disagree, but this is my prerogative. If I have stimulated you to
think about the problems of communication with colleagues, with the public,
and with your patients, then I rest content, for this has been my purpose. The final
decision on when and what to tell must remain with each one of you.
I wish you all every happiness and success in your chosen career - hoping that
you will be more helpful to your patients than Belloc's
"Physicians of the Utmost Fame
Were called at once, but when they came
They answered, as they took their fees,
'There is no cure for this disease'."
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